Home

NO PLACE
LIKE HOME
Molly Bruce, Interior Designer

W

hen I was a child I spent a lot of time
sat in the dark, waiting. My parents’
careers in theatre and the arts meant
that I was fortunate enough to be able to travel with
them to countries around the world wherever my
father’s ballets were being performed. In theatres
everywhere, I would sit in anticipation for the stage
lights to dim and the curtain to rise, revealing a
spectacle for the senses. I sat in wonder, absorbing
every aspect of the creation in front of me. But
what intrigued me most of all was the design of
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the set and all that came with it: the construction,
furnishings, props and lighting, the myriad of colours,
the overall feeling communicated through sight and
sound with the music floating up from the orchestra
pit, and of course the costumes and performers. A
collaboration of talents backstage and front of house,
working together to produce a world of magic for
the audience to lose themselves in. These amazing
environments I was exposed to and inspired by
during my formative years, influences and informs
my work today as an interior designer.

So what, indeed, is home? Home doesn’t always
mean the space we return to, at the end of a busy
day enjoying life’s pleasures and challenges. Home
can represent many places that naturally come into
our minds when we need to retreat somewhere we
feel welcome and safe. This could be a café round the
corner from work, an old bookshop, a local pub or
cinema, the home of a friend or parent, or maybe a
holiday destination you like to return to because it is
filled with happy memories of past visits. What if we
could bottle up some of the memories and feelings

obtained in the outside world and take them home with
us? What if we incorporate them into our everyday lives
and the interiors of our homes?
The appearances of personal spaces are no different
to theatre productions, it’s just a different type of
production. The collection of ideas come from the
personalities that occupy them, for example, a family
expressing the beautiful chaos that comes with all
household members experiencing their individual
life journeys. The interiors of all these places matter,
because we are all affected by our surroundings, often
subconsciously, and in order to live a happy and healthy
existence we must invest time taking care of ourselves
and the environment we live in. Interiors are important.
In order to get the best out of the space we spend the
most time in, it needs to feel special, and to do that, it
needs to be loved.
As well as working with clients on their projects,
I am renovating my own home and when it comes to
design, I do not play it safe. My home has personality
and everyone who walks through my door to visit lets
me know it! I decorate with flair and all my ideas and
experiments culminate in one place. Where else can
you truly experiment other than in your own home?
If I like an idea, however primeval, I go for it, and
I will persevere until it works. Great results do not
appear without taking risks, so fearlessness is definitely
important, but it should also be fun.
I encourage you to be brave with your interiors,
discover what you need to make your place right for
you. Trust your instincts and enjoy the creative process
of designing your own space, because everyone, whether
they believe it or not, is creative. It’s not about what
anyone else thinks, or showing off how much money
you have, some of the most inspirational interiors can
be found in areas where people have nothing. Whatever
your space may be, whether you own or rent, I challenge
you to make the most of what you have. Take a moment
for yourself - go and buy that bold colour of paint you
have always gravitated towards but have been too scared
to use. Save up for your favourite wallpaper or curtain
fabric. Explore your local interior outlets, flea markets
and charity shops. This is the challenge that fires me up
every day and if you feel the same way, if you have been
dying to break the rules, and revolutionise your interior,
then now is the time.
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